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thE fEEs

The most common fee built into utility bills is a monthly 
fixed fee, or customer charge, that stays the same 
no matter how much energy you use that month. As 
energy efficiency increases, some utilities have been 
proposing larger fixed fees to increase their guaranteed 
revenue each month. As more people choose to invest 
in increasingly-affordable solar or wind projects on their 
property, some utilities have also started to charge 
these consumers a monthly fee – some as high as $83 
per month.

thE impact

Fresh Energy recognizes that we all benefit when utilities 
are healthy and strong. But the fees that have been 
proposed have negative consequences.  

For example, if more of your bill is fixed no matter how 
much energy you use, you have less motivation to cut 
energy waste because it won’t save you as much money. 
If investing your own money in solar or wind means you’ll 
pay a large fee every month, it might discourage you -- 
and limit distributed clean energy that benefits everyone. 
Large fees also hold back market solutions including 

the development of energy efficiency and clean energy 
businesses that could turn consumer  investments into 
jobs in our communities.

Win-Win solutions

Fresh Energy works with consumers, utilities, and others 
to create win-win solutions that improve the energy 
system for everyone. We shape and drive policies 
demonstrating that instead of increasing a customer’s 
fixed fee, utilities can “decouple” their energy sales from 
their profits. If utilities have a decoupling policy in place, 
they can collect a set amount of revenue. When they 
collect more than that, it’s returned to the customers 
the following year. Utilities have more certainty about 
what their revenue will be and customers are free to 
conserve energy and save money – a positive solution for 
everyone. 

On solar fee issues, Fresh Energy has used a detailed 
economic analysis to develop tools such as the Value 
of Solar, which documents the benefits of solar to the 
electric grid. Once you know the value of that system, 
customers can be fairly compensated based on the real 
costs and benefits involved.
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You’re invited!
Join fresh Energy for a 

conversation with two 

leading experts to talk about 

communities of the future, 

new and improved buildings, 

and the opportunities that are 

within reach right now.

Friday, january 27, 2017

town and Country CLub 
300 n. mississippi rivEr blvd.
st. paul, mn 55104

7:00 - 8:30 am

Figuring out your FeeS

fresh Energy is your nonprofit 

energy champion. look inside 

for the latest news. 

learn more at:

  fresh-energy.org

   freshenergytoday

 @freshenergy

WhEn your utility bill arrivEs at your housE or Email inbox, you might not 
look too closEly at Each of thE chargEs that you’rE bEing askEd to pay. 
but frEsh EnErgy Works on thosE dEtails EvEry day. 

jaCob Corvidae is a manager 
in buildings practice at the rocky 
mountain institute, focusing 
on transforming the residential 
energy upgrade market.
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this fall, after nearly two years, xcel Energy’s plan to close sherco 

units 1 and 2 was officially approved as part of its integrated resource 

plan by the public utilities commission. thanks to extensive analysis 

and engagement by fresh Energy and our partners, xcel will now be 

investing much more heavily in cost-effective energy efficiency and 

renewables like wind and solar, as well as demand response programs 

that shave peak demand and lower costs across xcel’s system.

XCeL energy SHowS LeaderSHip

the morning of october 5 was cold 

and rainy, but that didn’t stop more 

than 400 fresh Energy supporters 

from showing up at the mcnamara 

center for our first annual benefit 

breakfast. We were blown away 

by the enthusiastic support of our 

first-time fundraiser and have raised 

$150,000 to support our programs. 

featured speaker ramez naam gave 

a compelling presentation that left 

people feeling inspired about the 

future of our energy system. power 

circle donor kate hanson (see donor 

profile) wrapped up the program 

with a moving story about why fresh 

Energy is important to her. 

We also premiered a short video 

showing the impacts that energy 

policy can have on a town and on a 

family’s lifestyle. 

many thanks to fresh Energy board 

members and event co-chairs 

nicholas garbis and raj rajan for 

their leadership with this event. We 

are also very grateful for all of our 

sponsors and table captains who 

helped to make this breakfast a 

grand success!

email: noble@fresh-energy.org   
twitter: @nobleideas

direCtor’S Letter | michaEl noblE donor proFiLe | mark & katE hanson

mark and kate hanson have been 

passionate fresh Energy supporters 

and power circle donors since 2007. 

a few years ago, they set out on an 

adventure to build a net zero house. 

their home is so energy efficient that 

their rooftop solar produces enough 

power to meet all of their energy 

needs and charge two electric 

vehicles. 

 “a native american proverb we 

love states, ‘We do not inherit 

the earth from our ancestors, we 

borrow it from our children.’ We 

support fresh Energy because they 

pass policies that ensure children 

born today and in the future have 

better opportunities than we had, 

including cleaner air and water and 

the freedom to not worry about 

pollution. as a result of fresh 

Energy’s leadership in supporting 

strong building code policies, our net 

zero house has greatly improved our 

standard of living and comfort, while 

costing the same as our previous 

house.”  – mark and kate hanson

fresh Energy is working on policy 

solutions that will advance clean 

energy and help more buildings in 

our communities become like the 

hanson house. thank you, mark 

and kate, for being generous power 

circle donors, and for paving the way 

to an all-electric future!

poWEring our 
futurE With 
CLean eLeCtriCityCHarged up about eLeCtriC veHiCLeS

the price of electric vehicles continues 

to drop while the distance they can 

travel continues to expand. in order to 

prepare the market for a rapid increase 

in electric vehicle saturation, fresh 

Energy partnered with utilities to create 

mncharging.org, an easy to use tool to 

help car dealers connect their customers directly to their local utility’s 

charging options. as part of the mncharging.org roll out, fresh Energy 

will be reaching out to car dealers across the state.

lEarn morE about thEsE and othEr storiEs 
at FreSH-energy.org

from left to right: michael noble, nicholas garbis, 
raj rajan, phd, pE, ramez naam

homes and commercial buildings are going up across minnesota. large 

development projects are creating jobs across the state, and demand 

for new homes is back to prerecession levels, according to the builders 

association of the twin cities. thanks to minnesota’s building energy 

code, secured with active involvement from fresh Energy, structures built 

today will be 20 to 30 percent more efficient than their predecessors.

the increased “air tightness” requirements in the code were designed to 

ensure that homes are less drafty with less energy waste. it’s a win-win 

situation when homes are comfortable, with excellent air quality and lower 

utility bills. 

fresh Energy recognizes that passing a code is a first step. We are 

committed to ensuring that builders and local officials have the tools 

they need to create healthy, resilient, cost-efficient buildings – and 

that the people can trust that their new home meets all requirements. 

that’s why we help coordinate the minnesota Energy code compliance 

collaborative, where everyone involved can share information and work 

together for the best results across the state.

the city of blaine, for example, works hard to ensure that the energy code 

receives adequate attention among other compliance issues. “We have 

provided other cities and the minnesota home builders association with 

reference sheets we’ve created to help educate builders on how to meet 

the energy code,” said the city’s senior buildings inspector tim manz. 

in blaine, and across state, policy change is helping us all do better 

– stimulating local jobs in efficiency and construction, and moving us 

toward a healthier future for 

all minnesotans.

stay tuned for updates on this 

important issue.

new buiLdingS, new opportunitieS 
For energy SavingS

See full list at: midwestenergynews.com/40under40

large industrial customers in minnesota 

have significant energy needs around 

the clock. in the past, that significant 

demand has led to the construction of 

new coal and gas plants. now, thanks to 

a proposed tweak to minnesota power’s 

service agreement with two mines, large 

industrial customers have increased 

flexibility to use more efficient combined 

heat and power (chp) systems on site. 

fresh Energy continues to work in 

regulatory settings to bring more efficient 

chp to large customers throughout 

the state.

bringing eFFiCienCy to Large 
induStriaL CuStomerS

CongratS 2016 midweSt energy 
newS 40 under 40 HonoreeS

city of blaine senior buildings inspector tim manz talks with fresh Energy’s ben rabe.

Join the hanson family in making  

a power circle donation by visiting our 

website or contacting individual giving 

director meggie lavalley at: 

Lavalley@Fresh-energy.org.
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